PART II.
PERIODICALS.

79 ADVOCATE

ADVOCATE. The Advocate.

* * Only partly philatelic. Wanting all nos.

AGENT. Dubuque, Ia., 1896. Fill in the name of the publishers: C. T. and B. J. Parker.; the size 48°. 3-34 in and the dates: February, March, 1896. Add to note: No. 2 was published by Herbert Parker.

AGENTS ADVANCE. Viroqua, Wis., 1895. Alter the year date to: 1894-95 and “No. 4, January, 1895” to: Nos. 1-4, Oct. 1894-Jan. 1895. Add to note: Wanting nos. 1, 2, 3.

ALFRED SMITH AND CO.’S MONTHLY CIRCULAR.
Bath, 1875-93.

[Continued as:]— Alfred Smith and Son’s monthly circular.

Bath, etc., 1894-1919.

Fills in: Vols. XX.-XLV. 300 nos. and dates: “In progress”.

89th “ “ 30, 1899. 897-938.


114th “ “ 30, 1921. 1107-1148.

144th “ “ 30, 1931. 1149-1190.

* * Nos. 985-914 were edited by B. T. K. Smith and the remaining numbers by Percy G. Bishop. There is a title page and an index for the year 1907 and also one for the year 1920. Nos. 397 and 886, 403 and 807 and 407 and 401 and 419 and 412 and 413 and 414 and 415 and 416, and 417, were separately published together. There are no numbers for February and March, 1910, or for February, 1917. No. 631 is dated “June-Sept, 1917”; no. 815 “Feb.-Mar. 1918”; no. 514 “Apr.-June, 1918”; no. 519 “Nov.-Dec. 1918”; no. 524 “May-June, 1919”; no. 530 “Aug.-Sept., 1919”; and nos. 597 “Oct.-Nov. 1919”.

The “Philatelic Societies’ Record” was amalgamated with the journal commencing with no. 515. All the numbers were published in London and printed at Bath. An Index volume for the years 1875-1910, compiled by B. T. K. Smith, was published by the Philatelic Literature Society for presentation to its members in 1915. Of this only 123 numbered copies were printed.

[Continued as:]— Alfred Smith and Son’s stamp collectors’ monthly circular.


4°, 10 in. Vols. XVI.-XXI. 7 nos.


* * Nos. 1-5 were edited by Percy G. Bishop and nos. 6-7 by Douglas B. Armstrong. The words “new series” and has a coloured paper wrapper.

ALFRED SMITH & CO.’S CIRCULAR 80

ALFRED SMITH AND CO.’S MONTHLY CIRCULAR.


4°, 8 in. Vols. XLVII.-XLIX. 12 nos.

* * Edited by Douglas B. Armstrong. Nos. 8-12 (545-547) were published by Harris Publications, Limited. Nos. 11 and 12 (566-567) were published together in one number and each number bears the words “new series”.

[Continued as:]— The Stamp collectors’ monthly journal. A philatelic review. (Continuing “The Stamp collectors’ monthly circular” and “The Stamp collectors’ magazine.”)


* * Edited by Douglas B. Armstrong. Each number bears the words “new series” and has a coloured paper wrapper. No. 23 (586) is dated “July-Aug. 1922”. On page 301 it has “whole number, 587/8” in error for 586, but the numbering on the wrapper is correct. The journal was amalgamated with the “Philatelic Magazine” in September, 1922.

ALLGEMEINE DEUTSCHE BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG.
Coburg, 1864. Add to note: Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 10 also have supplemental slips of illustrations, and the slip supplement to no. 5 is found printed on pale rose and on yellow paper. The library contains a set of the twelve numbers, containing all the supplements of illustrations, bound up separately, and another set, wanting some of the illustrations in Mis. St. Jor. 22 (3).

ALLIANCE TIMBROLOGIQUE.
Paris, 1898-1904.

Add to note: Nos. 10-72 have the title “L’Alliance Timbrologique,” and delete: nos. 11, 17, 30, from those wanted.

AMATEUR.
Lancaster, Ky., 1895-97. Fill in the name of the publisher: John P. Miller, and the size 32°. 31/2 in.

The only numbers I have seen are vol. ii. no. 5, dated Oct., 1896 and vol. iii. nos. 5, 6, dated, respectively, Apr. and May, 1897. The last two have paper wrappers.

AMATEUR AMERICAN.
Auburn, N.Y., 1892-93.

Add: No. 8, is dated August, 1892, and vol. ii. no. 2, whole no. 14, is dated March, 1893. Both of these numbers contain philatelic notes.

AMATEUR PRESS.
The Amateur press.

4°, 10 in. Vols. XXVI.-XXVII. 8 nos.

* * Only partly philatelic. Wanting.

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
AMATEUR PRINTERS' JOURNAL


AMATEUR WORLD. Baltimore, Md., 1889-91. Nos. 5, 6, 7, vol. iii. are dated, respectively, May, June, July, 1891. They have the title as on vol. iii., no. 8.

AMÉRIQUE POSTAL. Igouque, Chile, 1902-04. Delete: "Wanting no. 11."


AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHILATELY. Second series. New York, 1888-1906. Add to note: There are supplementary slips to nos. 6 and 11 of vol. i., and a supplement to no. 7 of vol. x. consisting of a leaf headed "Extra."


——. Boston, Mass., 1870-71. Add to note: The double number 32 and 33 is numbered "Nos. 7 and 8, vol. i.") in error for: Nos. 8 and 9, vol. iii.

AMERICAN YOUNG PEOPLE. Johnstown, Pa., 1898. Add: No. 7, published at Saco, Maine, by L. Merner.

AMI DE LA TIMBROLOGIE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

ANNONCE UNIVERSELLE. Anvers, 1903. Add: No. 3, Jan. 1897.

ANNONCE PHILATELIQUE. Anvers, 1898-1903. Add: "** Wanting " a copy having been presented to the library by E. D. Bacon.


ANNONCE TIMBROLOGIQUE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

ANNONCE TIMBROLOGIQUE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

ANNONCE TIMBROLOGIQUE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

ANNONCE TIMBROLOGIQUE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

ANNONCE TIMBROLOGIQUE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

ANNONCE TIMBROLOGIQUE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

ANNONCE TIMBROLOGIQUE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

ANNONCE TIMBROLOGIQUE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

ANNONCE TIMBROLOGIQUE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

ANNONCE TIMBROLOGIQUE. Liége, 1890. Add to note: there is a combined index for the first two years in no. 29, one for the third year in no. 34, one for the fourth year in no. 46 and one for the fifth year in no. 58. Nos. 34, 44, 58, and 92 each have a supplement.

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
BADGER. Milwaukee, Wis., 1886. Fill in the name of the publisher: R. Fuetsmann and M. A. Cohn; the size: 10° 6 in. and the date: February, 1886. Add to note: The number has a coloured paper wrapper.

BADGER STAMP NOTES. Milwaukee, Wis., 1905. Delete no. 2 and footnote and add: Mis. St. Jour. 167 (4). Add:

[Continued as:

The United stamp journal.

Milwaukee, Wis., A. E. Reim, 1906.

9° in. No. 4, March 30, 1906.

** The number is found with a blue and also with an orange-red wrapper. Bound up under the Press Mark: 350 (3).

BARGAIN PHILATELIST. Smyrna, N.Y., [1890]. Fill in the size: 16° 6 in. Add to note: This is merely a price list of goods for sale by the publisher.

BARGAINS. The medium for sale and exchange. No. 1, March 18, 1904. [Contains advertisements on "Stamp collecting."]


Fol. 134 ID. pp.

*B. Fuellemann and M. A. Cohn: The number is found with a blue and also with an orange-red wrapper.

BAY STATE PHILATELIST. Melrose Highlands, Mass., 1888-1902. Add to note: There is an extra number in vol. 1, dated October 5, 1898. Although marked "Supplement" it is in fact a separate issue. A notice appearing in it says: "This issue of this paper is printed for the benefit of the "Junior Philatelist": The number is wanting.

BAYERISCHER PHILATELISTEN VEREIN MUNCHEN. VEREINSMITTEILUNGEN. [Continued as: Vereins Mittheilungen des Bayerischen philatelisten-Vereins. Mnchen, 1884-87. Add to note: No. 4 of the fourth year has in error "V. Jahrgang". There is a title-page and an index to the fifth year.

BAZAR. Berlin, 1862-64. Add note: ** There is a second edition of this journal which has the philatelic articles in the numbers dated the 1st and 15th of the month instead of the 8th and 23rd. This second edition is wanting.

BEARDSLEY'S ADVERTISER. St. Joseph, Mo., 1888. Add: [Continued as:]


** The contents consist entirely of lists of philatelic literature. Wanting.

BERLINER ILLUSTRIRTE BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG. [Continued as: Deutsche philatelisten-Zeitung. Berlin, 1862-97. Add to note: No. 99 has no number or date, except to the "Anzeige" and there is an extra supplement of two pages to No. 100. There is a title-page to the tenth year with a contents list of the principal articles for the years 1878 to 1887. The years or volumes should really run:—


5th " " " 1893. 52-63.

6th " " " 1894. 64-75.

7th " " " 25, 1895. 76-86.

8th " " " 1896. 87-98.

9th " " " 1897. 99-106.

as the following numbers are incorrectly numbered:—

Nos. 48-51. 5th year should be 4th year.

61-63 6th " " 5th "

76-78 7th " " 6th "

78-80 8th " " 7th "

87-88 9th " " 8th "

99-106 10th " " 9th "

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
BOYS WORLD

Add to note: Copies of vol. iv., nos. 10, 14 are also in the library.

BRAZIL PHILATELICO. Campos, 1899-93. Add to note: No. 1, vol. iv., is found printed in gold ink, as well as black ink. There is no copy of this in the philatelic library of Mr. F. A. Bellamy of Oxford.


CANADIAN COLLECTOR. (Continued as:) The Canadian collector and philatelic punch. Berlin, Ont., 1899. The note should read: No. 2, which is oblong 16°, 5 in., has a coloured paper wrapper. No. 3, is 8°. 8 in. was published by E. A. Giller, has not the article "The" preceding the title and has no wrapper. Wanting no. 3.

CANADIAN MONTHLY. Toronto, Ont., 1904. Fill in the name of the publisher: "F. W. Fisher, the size: 12°, 5 in., and the dates: August, September, 1904. Delete the wording of the note and replace by: "The only philatelic matter in the two numbers consists of reviews of the "Dominion Philatelist". No. 5 has a coloured paper wrapper. This journal succeeded the "Buge" Wanting both nos.

CANADIAN YOUTH. Toronto, Ont., 1904-05. Delete no. 1 from those wanting. Add: "Wishing nos. 9, 10"

CAPITAL CITY PHILATELIST. Augusta, Me., 1884-86. Add to note: The number for March, 1886, has "vol. III." in error for vol. II, but the numbering on the wrapper is correct.

CAPITOL PHILATELIST. Springfield, Ill., 1893-94. In note, fill in nos. 1-3 are octavo and nos. 4-5 are 16°, and nos. 3-5 have coloured paper wrappers. Add: "Mis. St. Jour. 152 (1).


CASSELL’S HOUSEHOLD GUIDE. Cassell’s household guide. (Contains an article, divided into two parts, each of which is illustrated; entitled "Household amusements. The collection of postage stamps.") London, Cassell, Petter and Galpin, [1870]. 4°. 10 in. Vol. in., pp. 4, 45. *There is a copy of this in the library of the British Museum under the Press Mark 7943. f. 22.


CHAS. PURDOM MONTHLY CIRCULAR. London, S.W., 1899. Delete: "Wishing the first editions of nos. 1 and 2". Add: nos. 1 and 2 are unnumbered, the original issue of no. 2 is dated "May" not "May 10", while the reprint of that number bears "May 10"

CHESTNUT BURR. Delete all the particulars given and substitute:—

CHESTNUT BURR. The Chestnut brrr. Spruce Creek, Pa., W. Guy Miller, 1904. 16°. 54 in. or 6°. 96 in. Nos. 1-3, April-June, 1904. *"Only partly philatelic. No. 1 is 16°, and the two other numbers are 8°. Each number has a paper wrapper. No. 1 has the title: "The Chestnut Burr" and this number contains no philatelic matter. Wanting all nos.

CHRISTIAN EXCHANGE. Cirencester, 1904. No. 3, October, 1904, also contains "Notes on stamp collecting".

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
CHRONICLE. Philadelphia, Pa., 1885-86. First in the date April, 1886, for no. 2. Add to note: There is a copy of no. 2 in the library of the Royal Philatelic Society, London. Add: Mus St. Jour. 164 (13).

CIRCULAIRE MENSUELLE DE LA LIGUE D'ECHANGE TIMBRES POUR COLLECTIONS. Sp. 1899. Nos. 1-8 are dated April 30-June 30, Sept. 30-Dec. 30, 1899. Delete nos. 2, 3, 4, 5; from those wanted.

—— [Continued as:] Circulaire mensuelle de la Ligue d'Achat et d'Echange Timbres pour Collections. Sp., 1900-01. Add note: *• No. 7 is dated "13 Mars" instead of "31 Mars."

CLIPPER. Mendota, Ill., 1889. Vol. iv. nos. 8 and 9, dated, respectively, March and May, 1889, also contain philatelic matter. Each of these numbers has a coloured paper wrapper. Wanting both nos.


COIN COLLECTORS' JOURNAL. Middlebury, Conn., 1893-95. Add: Mus St. Jour. 165 (6).

COLECCIONADOR DE SELLOS. Soroa, 1896-99. Add to note: No. 5 of the first year has a supplemental slip headed "Errata." The wrapper of no. 6 of the fourth year is correctly numbered.

COLLECTEUR. Montréal, 1886. Add note: *• Only partly philatelic.

COLLECTEUR. Antin, 1901-02. Nos. 7-24 of the "2nd year" have the year date 1902 not "1903." Add to note: The wrapper of no. 19 has the date altered from "19 Juillet, 1902" and contains no. 20 of the journal, so apparently no. 19 was never published.


COLLECTEUR DE TIMBRES POSTE. Paris, 1894-95. Add to note: There is a supplement of illustrations headed "Enveloppes proposées" to no. 15, and a supplementary leaf of advertisements to no. 40.

COLLECTOR. Easton, Md., 1886-88. Add to note: No. 3, vol. ii., also has a paper wrapper.

COLLECTOR. Toronto, Ont., 1897-1901. Add: Mus St. Jour. 166 (14).

COLLECTOR AND EXCHANGE. Buffalo, N.Y., 1888. Add to note: Some of the copies of no. 2 bear "Vol. i., no. 1" and the date "Aug. 1, 1888".


COLLECTORS' COMPANION. Chicago, Ill., 1888-89. Add to note: There is an index to vol. 1 on the last page of no. 12.

COLLECTOR'S EXCHANGE. Chicago, Ill., 1891. Add to note: No. 1 is 16.5 inches. There is a coloured paper wrapper to each number. Add: Mus St. Jour. 166 (6).

—— [Continued as:] The Collector's era. Moreland, Ill., 1891. Add to note: The size is 8.8 inches. The paper is numbered "No. 1," but the coloured paper wrapper bears "no. 3."

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
were published at Golden, Colo., by Fred Billings and nos. 1-8, vol. i., were published by the name at Oskar, Mo. nos. 1-10, vol. i., are octavo, nos. 9-12, vol. i., and nos. 1-10, vol. ii., are folio. The two nos. of vol. iii. are octavo and there is a coloured paper wrapper to each of these. Add: Miss. St. Jour. 156 (6).

**Cynosure.** Lisbon, 1897. Add name of the publisher: George J. Irwin. Add size: 12°. 7½ in. Add dates: [?] - Oct., 1897. Add to note: I have only seen no. 4, page 1 of this is unnumbered, but the coloured paper wrapper bears "Vol. i., no. 4."


**Dealers' Advertiser and Collectors' Exchange.** Charbury, 1885-86. Add: Miss. St. Jour. 165 (5).

**Diario de Cástiz.** Diario de Cádiz. November-December, 1878. [Contains a series of articles with the title "El correo en Espana. Algunas papeletas, bibliográficas. Viluacadas por el doctor Thebnssem."]

Add to note: Nos. 10 and 12, vol. i., nos. 4-6, vol. ii., 7-12, vol. iii., were severally published together, and the numbers of vol. iv., have colored paper wrappers.

**Dominion Philatelist.** Toronto, 1903. Add to note: Copies of H. F. Ketecheson's catalogues of his auction sales of stamps of August 13, 1890 and August 36, 1891, were circulated with no. 7 of 1890 and no. 30 of 1891, respectively. And copies of T. S. Clark's catalogue of his second auction sale of stamps of April 12, 1892, were circulated with no. 39.

**Dominion Philatelist.** Ottawa, 1903-05. [Continued as:] Dominion philatelist and Canadian youth. After year date to 1905-09. Fill in: Vols. vi.-vii. 1904-05. Add name of the publisher: George J. Irwin. Add size: 12°. 7½ in. Add dates: [?] - Dec., 1904. Add to note: I have only seen no. 4, page 1 of this is unnumbered, but the coloured paper wrapper bears "Vol. i., no. 4."

**Eagle.** North Wales, Pa., 1896-97. Add to note: No. 2 is dated "96" in place of "97. No. 5 has a paper wrapper.

**Eagle Philatelist.** Philadelphia, Pa., 1896. Add to note: No. 1 has a supplement of two pages.

**Eaglet.** Cary, Pa., 1901. The name of the publisher should be given as: Richard G. Dawson.


**Écho de la Timbrolgie.** Douai, 1887-92. Add to note: No. 44 has a supplemental slip and there is a supplement to no. 48.

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
**ECO FILATELICO.** Puerto Plata, 1903. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 155 (9).


**ENTERPRISE.** Webster City, Ia., 1897. Add the name of the publishers: The Golden Hours Philatelic Club. Add size: 32°. 4½ in. and date: April, 1897. Delete: "Only partly philatelic," and substitute: This is entirely philatelic.


**ERDBALL.** Okhraduf, 1880. Add note: "There is a title-page and an index.

**ESPANA POSTAL.** Madrid, 1890-91. Delete: "Wanting no 3."

**EUREKA.** Sharpsburg, Pa., 1895. Delete all the particulars given and substitute:—

**EUREKA.** Eureka, Sharpsburg, Pa.; Robert Wickline, 1895. 16°. 6 in. Nos. 1-4, [March-June, 1895]. "*No. 4, which is the only number I have seen, is mostly philatelic. Wanting all nos.

**EVERGREEN MONTHLY.** Avon, Wash., 1888. The date should be 1898 not "1888" and there are said to be eight numbers.

**EVERY BOY'S MAGAZINE.** [Continued as:] Routledge's magazine for boys. [Continued as:] The Young Gentleman's magazine. Add to note: There is a complete set of all these numbers in these magazines in the library of the British Museum under the press Mark: P.P. 6753.

**EVORA POSTAL.** Evora, Portugal, 1895-96. Delete: "Wanting nos. 11 and 12," copies of these two numbers having been presented to the library by E. D. Bacon.

**EWEN'S COLONIAL STAMP MARKET, LTD. WEEKLY WHOLESALE LIST OF NEW ISSUES AND SPECIAL OFFERS.** See Part i. Ewen's Colonial Stamp Market, Limited.

**EWEN'S CURRENT STAMP QUOTATIONS.** Norwood, London, S.E., 1896.—After the year date to: 1906-10, and fill in: 899 nos. in v. vols. Delete: "In progress"

**EWEN'S QUSTIERUNGEN FUR NEUEN MARKEN.** Norwood, London, S.E., Bournemouth [printed], Ewen's Colonial Stamp Market, Limited, 1906. Vol. 15 in. No. 9, February 15, 1906. **This is an edition in German of No. 9 of "Ewen's Current Stamp Quotations" and was given as a supplement to the German subscribers to "Ewen's Weekly Stamp News".

**EWEN'S WEEKLY STAMP NEWS.** Norwood, London, S.E., 1899.—Delete from note: "There is a supplement to no. 348 with the title "Complete catalogue of railway letter stamps," this is numbered "No. 2," and substitute: There are supplements to nos. 347 and 348 with the title "Complete catalogue of railway letter stamps." These are numbered "No 1" and "No. 2," respectively, and add to note: Vol. i. should end with no. 14; nos. 15 and 16 being numbered "vol. ii." in error for vol. i.; likewise vol. iv. should end with no. 53; no. 54 being numbered "vol. iv." in error for vol. v. Other supplements consist of "Albums, catalogues and other publications, on sale at stall No. 1. London Philatelic Exhibitions. No. 1, 23rd May to 1st June, 1906." No. 2 same date: "Ewen's Qustierungen fur Neuen Marken."

**EWEN'S STAMP QUOTATIONS.** See Part i. Ewen's Colonial Stamp Market, Limited.

**EWEN'S STAMP QUOTATIONS. OLD ISSUES SUPPLEMENT.** See Ewen's Weekly Stamp News.

**EWEN'S WEEKLY STAMP NEWS.** Norwood, London, S.E., 1899.—Delete from note: "There is a supplement to no. 348 with the title "Complete catalogue of railway letter stamps," this is numbered "No. 2," and substitute: There are supplements to nos. 347 and 348 with the title "Complete catalogue of railway letter stamps." These are numbered "No 1" and "No. 2," respectively, and add to note: Vol. i. should end with no. 14; nos. 15 and 16 being numbered "vol. ii." in error for vol. i.; likewise vol. iv. should end with no. 53; no. 54 being numbered "vol. iv." in error for vol. v. Other supplements consist of "Albums, catalogues and other publications, on sale at stall No. 1. London Philatelic Exhibitions. No. 1, 23rd May to 1st June, 1906."

**EVERY BOY'S MAGAZINE.** [Continued as:]

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
FADS AND HOBBIES. Baltimore, Md., alter date to: 1906-08. Size: Fol. 13-11 in. Nos. 1-3, May, 1906, March, 1907, February, 1908. Delete: "Je progress" from note and add: Nos. 2 and 3 were published at Chicago, Ill., and no. 3 is found printed on white and also on yellowish white paper. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 156 (2).

FILATELIA ROMA. 1890-93. Add to note: Nos. 19 and 20 are wrongly numbered "Anno II." for Anno III.

FILATELIA BRASIL. 1905-06. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 155 (3).

FILATELIA ANTILLANA. Mapaguez, 1893. Delete no. 7 from those wanted.

FILATELIA ESPAÑOLA. Villamar y Colón. 1896-97. Add: 2nd year. Feb., Mar., 1897. Nos. 5-6. Omit the last sentence of the note and add: Nos. 5-6 were published together.

FILATELIA UNIVERSAL. Laguna de Tenerife, 1903. Nos. 1-3 measure 9½ inches and the subsequent numbers measure 10¼ in. Delete no. 5 from those wanted.

FILATELICO FACTS AND FALLACIES. San Francisco, Cal. 1899-1901. Add to note: No. 55 has an "extra," which is mentioned in no. 56, page 117.

FILATELICO ASUANO. Aaru, 1908. Add: Nos. 3-4, April and May, 1908. Add to note: Nos. 3-4, which measure 11¼ inches, were published together.

FILATELICO COMERCIAL. San Jost, 1896-1909. Alter the year date to 1896-1903. Delete no. 6 from those wanted and add: Nos. 81, published in 1903, is said to be the last number.

FILATELICO COMERCIAL. Guayaquil, 1901. No. 1 is dated June 15, 1901. Add to note: No. 55 has an "extra," which is mentioned in no. 56, page 117.

FILATELICO DE VALENCIA. Valencia, 1902. Delete: "Wanting nos. 2-12," a set of the twelve numbers having been presented to the library by E. D. Bacon. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 172 (10).


FILATELISTA MEXICANO. Monterrey, 1901. Add: No. 2, July 5, 1911.

FILATELISTA SUD-AMERICANO. Buenos Aires, 1893-96. Add to note: There is also a title-page and an index to the third year.


FLIEGENDE BLATTER. Charlottenburg, Berlin, 1901. Alter the year date to 1900-01. No. 1 is dated April 18, 1900.

FOCUS. St. Louis, Mo., 1904. Add the name of the publisher: William Burton. Size 8½9 inches. Add to note: The only number I have seen is no. 3, dated "May, 1904." This number has a coloured paper wrapper.


FOREST AND FIELD. Guelph, etc. N.Y., 1889-93. Add to note: I have also seen nos. 9, 10, dated, respectively, Aug. 1899, Feb., Mar., 1899. Of these the two last contain philatelic notes, but not no. 3. No. 6 is dated November, 1892. No. 3 was published by Pope and Kellogg.


FORTNIGHTLY COLLECTOR. Smithport, Pa., 1903. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 156 (6).


FRANCOBOLLO. Milano, 1889-1900. Add to note: No. 43 is dated "15 Maggio," but the wrapper bears "14 Maggio."'

FRIENDSHIP JUNIOR. Chitt, N.Y., 1904-05. Should have no apostrophe letter "S" after "FRIENDSHIP." The date of vol. iv, nos. Add to note: Of this journal I have seen only vol. iii, nos. 6, vol. iv, nos. 3, 5, 4, 6, dated, respectively, June, 1903, Aug. 25-Dec. 25, 1904. All these contain philatelic matter, except nos. 3, 5, vol. iv.


GAZETA POSTAL. Belém, Brazil, 1890-94. Add:— 2nd year. -Dec., 1891. Nos. 40-41. 3rd - Jan. 7, - 1892. " - 41-43. 4th - 17, 1892. " - 64-64. 5th " " " 6, " 1894. " " 95. " Delete the wording of the note and substitute: Only partly philatelic. There are two numbers "97" one dated "28 de Fevereiro de 1894," the other "18 de Março de 1894." Wanting nos. 15-50, 34, 37, 39, 49, 40, 47, 46, 50, 51, 57, 58, 61, 62, 68, 98 and any after 192.
GAZETTE DES TIMBRES

Paris, 1873-76. Add to note: A title-page and index to the fourth year was presented as a supplement to the "Journal of the Philatelic Literature Society" for January, 1912. Of this title-page and index only 100 copies were printed.

GEM. Harrisburg, Pa., 1895. Delete all the particulars given and substitute:

GEM. The Gem.

Harrisburg, Pa., Longenecker and Weigel, 1895.

Fol. 10 in. Nos.

* Only partly philatelic. The only number I have seen is no. 8, dated October, 1895. Wanting all nos.

GENERAL WELT BRIEFMARKEN BLATT. Brussels, 1896. Add to note: The number has a supplemental slip.

GENTLEMAN'S JOURNAL. The Gentleman's journal and gentlewoman's court review. April 18th, 1903. [Contains an illustrated article: "Stamp collecting as an investment."] London, W.C. W. Percival, 1903.

Fol. 15 in. Vol. xiv. no. ccXX pp. 7462, 7463.

[Contains an illustrated article: "Stamp collecting as an investment."]

GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE. The Gentleman's and gentlewoman's court review. April 15th, 1903. For an extract from the article see PART I., LAW AND BARKLOW.

HAWKES MONTHLY. New Hampton, Ia., 1903-09. Add the name of the publisher: Mark D. West. Add size: 8°. 8 in. in dates: December, 1902-August, 1903.

Delete: Wanting nos. 18-32 and 37-45," as these were never published. Nos. 33-36 were published at Sedbergh, Yorkshire, and nos. 46-60 at Morpeth.

HINTS. Hints: domestic, literary, gardening, social, etc. Vol. i., no. 6. March, 1903. [Contains an article "Hints to stamp-buyers" by "Wood Block."] London, B.C., Horace Marshall and Son, 1903.

8°. 9 in. and dates: December, 1902-August, 1903.

* Add to note: Some copies of no. 58 have the number correctly printed. The wrapper of the last had in error "No. 7," but this was corrected with a hand-stamp in violet to "8 & 9." Wanting all nos.

HERDMAN'S MISCELLANY. Berwick-upon-Tweed, 1886-1901. Add to note: Some copies of no. 58 have the number correctly printed. Delete: "Wanting nos. 10-33 and 37-45." as these were never published. Nos. 33-36 were published at Sedbergh, Yorkshire, and nos. 46-60 at Morpeth.

HOBIES. Sioux City, Ia., 1906. Add: nos. 3-5, June, July, Aug., 1906. Add to note: Nos. 3-5 were published together in a coloured paper wrapper. On page 1 the number and date is: "June-July, 1906. Number 3-4," but the wrapper bears "June, July and August. Numbers 3-4-5."


Fol. 15 in. pp. 403-402; 409-410.

**"The Illustrated London News" can be seen in the Newspaper Room of the British Museum.

ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE OF ART. The Illustrated magazine of art. July, 1853. [Contains an article on "The General Post-Office. A reminiscence of two visits," with illustrations of the "General Post Office, London, at six o'clock, p.m.," the then current one penny postage stamp and postmarks, etc.]

London, John Cassell, 1853.


**"There is a copy in the library of the British Museum with the Free Mark: P.F. 1891."

ILLUSTRATED YANKEE WORLD. Illustrated Yankee World. Syracuse, N.Y., W. J. Spire, 1839-94.

Fol. 11 in.

**"Only partly philatelic. The only number I have seen is Vol. II., No. 4 is dated in error "January, 1907.""

ILLUSTRIRTE BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG. "Illustrierte Briefmarken-Zeitung," but the title on the wrappers for the whole 336 nos. remained as at the 1st year date to: 1899-1900. Add: No. 1, dated "Jan. and Feb. 1894." Wanting all nos.

London, John Cassell, 1853.

Fol. 11 in.

Press Mark: P.P. 1931. n.

ILLUSTRIRTES BRIEFMARKEN JOURNAL.

INTERMÉDIAIRE. L'Intermédiaire. Journal mensuel des amateurs, collectionneurs et marchands de cartes illustrées, timbres, timbres-postes, philatélie, etc. etc. Bruxelles, [? ], 1902.

Fol. 8 in. Nos. 1-3, July 15-Sept. 15, 1902.

**"Produced by autographic lithography on yellow paper. The contents consist entirely of advertisements except for lists of publications recommended by the editor."

Mss. St. Jour. 156 (4).

INTERMÉDIAIRE.

INTERMÉDIAIRE. Constantien, Roumanie, 1906. Delete: "Wanting both nos.,” as two numbers have been presented to the library by E. D. Bacon.

Mss. St. Jour. 172 (9).

INTERMÉDIAIRE DE LA TIMBROLOGIE. Paris, 1893-1906. Add to note: There are two editions of no. 33, one numbered in error "31," the other numbered correctly.


Both numbers were also published by Luiz de Mattos at Villa Villa Vics, Portugal, and the numbers sent out by him were enclosed in his old wrappers inscribed "O internacional de anno 4e anno".


INTERNATIONALE AUSCHTPOSTKARTEN U BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG. Edin, 1899-1900.

Add: Proof number 1, March, 1899, and to the note: Wanting the proof no. 1.

INTERNATIONALE BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG. Temesvár, 1900. Delete: "The copy of no. 3 in the library has an advertisement cut out of pages 7, 8"; a perfect copy having been obtained in its place.


INTERNATIONALER BRIEFMARKEN-ANZEIGER. Bockenheim-Frankfurt a. M., 1893. "No. 1" should be placed in brackets, thus [No. 1].


INTERNATIONALER POSTWERTZEICHENHANDLER-VEREIN. [Continued as:] Mittheilungen des Internationalen Postwertzeichen Handler-Vereins zu Berlin. Berlin, 1891- Add to note: There is a combined title-page for the years 1897-1898.

INTERNATIONALES OFFERTENBLATT FUR PHILATELIE. Sonnenberg, S. M., 1896.-

Delete: "Wanting 1898, no. 31; 1899, no. 34 and 1900, no. 38.

INTERNATIONALES OFFERTENBLATT FUR SPORT UND SAMMELWESSEN. Internationales Offertenblatt für Sport und Sammelwesen. Czernowitz, Hermann Mittelmann, 1900.


**"Only partly philatelic and the contents consist entirely of advertisements."

Mss. St. Jour. 156 (7).
The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
1870. "What is a Newspaper?"—William B. King. [Letter—Dec. 2, XIX., 94 (941)].

1870. "What is a Closed Parcel?"—[Extract from The Times—Dec. 9, XIX., 54-55 (941)].


1870. "The History of the Postal System."—H. G. H. [In United Kingdom from about 1300 A.D.—Dec. 9, XIX., 56 (942)].


1870. "The Extension of the Use of Postal-Cab."—Adopted by the G.P.O. and reply.—Feb. 9, XIX., 55-57 (942).

1870. "A Question for the Postmaster-General."—[Extract from Daily News.—Dec. 9, XIX., 56-57 (942)].

1870. "The Postal-Office in Italy."—Statistical.—July 14, XIX., 64-66 (976).


1870. "New Rates of Postage."—[Letter rates.—Sept. 1, XIX., 143 (906)].


1871. "The Halfpenny Postage."—[Extract from The Globe.—July 14, XIX., 664 (976)].

1871. "The New Postal Rates."—[Extract from leading article in The Times.—July 14, XIX., 664 (976)].


1871. "The Halfpenny Postage."—[Extract from The Globe.—July 14, XIX., 664 (976)].

1871. "The Postmaster-General's Annual Report."—[For 1870.—Sept. 1, XIX., 797 (900)].

1871. "New Rates of Postage."—[Letter rates.—Sept. 1, XIX., 143 (906)].


1871. "Postal and Postage Stamps."—[Describing production of stamps—Oct. 4, XIX., 988 (1077)].

1871. "Postal Card."—[Berliner post-office to adopt reply postcard—The Times.—Oct. 16, XIX., 918 (1089)].

1871. "Pneumatic Channel Postal Dispatch."—[Postcard.—Nov. 29, XIX., 299 (1045)].

1871. "Registration of Letters."—[Containing stamps, money, etc.—Aug. 1, XIX., 793 (1006)].

1871. "The Sample Post at Berne."—[Postcard to establish a General Postal Union.—April 17, XIX., 698-699 (1117)].

1871. "The Postal Service in Germany."—[Statistical.—April 17, XIX., 699 (1117)].


1871. "Asylum."—[Letters per head per annum in several countries.—Feb. 18, XIX., 244 (1113)].

1871. "Post Office Report."—[Twenty-seventh annual report of the Postmaster-General.—July 14, XIX., 664 (976)].

1871. "What is a Parchment Post?"—A. Clifford Eskell. [Letter.—May 16, XIX., 134-136 (946)].

1871. "What is a Newspaper?"—William B. King. [Letter—May 16, XIX., 134-136 (946)].

1871. "What is a Box of Parchment?"—W. T. Emmott. [Letter.—June 9, XIX., 758 (1299)].

1871. "What is a New Postage Matter?"—[Notice of question to P.M.O. in House of Commons.—March 38, XIX., 399 (1075)].


1871. "Post Office Service."—[History of work of Society.—Sept. 10, XIX., 942-943 (1400)].

1871. "Postal Letters Certificate."—[Extract from leading article in The Times.—Sept. 15, XIX., 942-943 (1400)].

1871. "Swiss Postal Service."—[Kelly in a work on Swiss roads and postal arrangements, by Councillor Brier.—Sept. 26, XIX., 512 (1093)].

1871. "Postal Fees."—[Postcard to American.—Oct. 17, XIX., 950 (1434)].

1871. "Average Postal Indicator."—[Time of collection on pillar boxes.—Nov. 14, XIX., 1013 (1406)].

1871. "Parchment Post."—[File of Society to Parliament.—Feb. 20, XIX., 267 (1422)].

1871. "Parchment Telegraph in Paris."—[July 5, XIX., 706 (1413)].

1871. "Pamphlets."—[Another trial (in Glasgow) on January 24.—Aug. 6, XIX., 772 (1440)].

1871. "Savings in Parchment Stamps."—[Savings Bank forms for 12 penny stamps.—Sept. 5, XIX., 612 (1400)].

1871. "Postal Indications."—[In Edinburgh.—Oct. 8, XIX., 874 (1455)].


1871. "United States Post."—[Letters per head in each State, year ending December 31, 1860.—June 17, XIX., 651 (1421)].

1871. "Postal Reform."—[Twenty-seventh annual report of P.M.O.—Aug. 19, XIX., 743 (1060)].


1872. "Parchment Post."—[Council consider proposal and ask for information.—Feb. 3, XIX., 269 (1356)].

1872. "Parchment Traffic in Belgium."—[Statistical.—Feb. 17, XIX., 267 (1420)].
JUNIOR STAMP COLLECTOR. (Continued as:) The Stamp and coin gazette. New York, 1900—. Add to note: There is a combined index for vol. i-iii. The number on the last page of no. 24, an index for vol. iii. on the last page of no. 36 and a title-page and an index to vol. v.

KID. Beaver City, Neb., 1896-98. Add to note: A final number was published to vol. iii. No. 3, dated June 4, 1896—but it contains nothing of philatelic interest.

KEystone Philatelic Gazetter. (Continued as:) The Stamp and coin gazette. New York, 1894-97. Add to note: There is a combined index for vol. i-i. The number on the last page of no. 24, an index for vol. iii. on the last page of no. 36 and a title-page and an index to vol. v.


LIBRE ÉCHANGISTE. Paris-Passey, 1896. “No. 1” should be placed in brackets, thus [No. 1].

LITTLE CLIPPER. Mendota, Ill., 1887-89. Add size: 16°. 6 in. or 8°. 9 in. Add to note: The numbers I have seen are vol. i., nos. 2, 11, dated, respectively, June, 1887 and May, 1888 and vol. iv., nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, dated, respectively, July, Aug., Sept., Dec., 1888, Jan., Feb., 1889. Vol. iii., no. 11, was published by G. M. Blakeley and Wells M. Cook and the numbers of vol. iv., by Wells M. Cook. Vol. iii., no. 2, has a paper wrapper. The numbers of vol. ii. are 16°. and those of vol. iv are 8°.

LITTLE DRUMMER. Medway, Minn., 1903. For “Medway” read: Medway. Add the name of the publisher: Henry Norman, and size: 8°. 9 in. “No. 1” should be placed in brackets, thus [No. 1]. Add to note: There is a reference on page (3) to an earlier number.


LIVERPOOL STAMP ADVERTISER. (Continued as:) The Liverpool and Newport stamp advertiser. Newport, Mon., 1863-64. Add to note: Nos. 4-6 have the word “Advertiser” of the title misspelt “Adcertiser”.

LIVERPOOL STAMP COLLECTOR. Liverpool, 1865. Add note: “*” There are two editions of no. 1. The first is printed on toned paper and has the word “quarterly” on page 8 misspelt “quarterly”. The second is on white paper, similar to nos. 2-3, and has the word “quarterly” correctly spelt. A copy of the second edition has been presented to the library by R. D. Bacon.

London and Provincial Stamp Advertiser. London, 1863. Add: “Wanting” a copy having been presented to the library by R. D. Bacon. Only one other copy is known to exist.

MC CURDY'S INTERNATIONAL GUIDE. Westernport, Md., 1906. Add to note: no. 1, vol. iv., is found with a coloured and also with a white wrapper.


"*" There is a coloured paper wrapper to each number. No. 1 has on the title page: "Alto gral." in error for Alvaro; the number on the wrapper is correct.

MANKATO PHILATELIST. Mankato, Minn., 1894-96. Fill in size: 23°. 43 in. Add to note: No. 4, dated September 1894, which is the only number I have seen, contains nothing but advertisements.--- [Second series.] Mankato, Minn., 1895. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 169 (2a).


MARSH. Kiew, 1896-1901. Add to note: xiv., no. 7, is dated Aug. 15, 1899; v., no. 3 (4b), June 1, 1900; vi., nos. 1-9, Jan. 15-Sept. 15, 1901.

MASON'S COIN AND STAMP COLLECTORS' MAGAZINE. [Continued as:] Mason's coin collectors' magazine. Philadelphia, Pa., 1872. Add to note: A no. 5 and no. 6 were published, but contain only philatelic matter. No. 4 was never issued, as the pagination shows, as no. 3 closes with page 55 and no. 5 opens with page 97. The title on the wrappers of nos. 5 and 6 reads: Mason's "Quarterly Coin Collectors' Magazine". No. 5 is dated July, 1872, and no. 6, October, 1872.

MECHANICS' MAGAZINE. London, 1840. Add to note: There is a set of the magazine in the library of the British Museum under the Press Mark: P.P. 1705.

MEKEEL'S DRUMMER. St. Louis, Mo., 1900-01. Add to note: There is a third edition of no. 9, dated February 25, 1901. There are also three editions of no. 11; one with 36 pp. and wrapper, one with 36 pp. and no wrapper (Aug.), and one with 16 pp. and no wrapper (Sept.).

MEMBERS' EXCHANGE LIST AND WIDE WORLD ADVERTISER. London, W., 1905-06. Delete all the particulars given and substitute:


MEMBERS' EXCHANGE LIST AND WIDE WORLD ADVERTISER. See Members' Exchange List.

MERCEUR. Krenz a. d. Ostbahn, 1877-78. Alter notes to read: Nos. 6-14 each have one supplement; nos. 15-18, 20 each have two supplements; nos. 21, 23 each have three supplements; nos. 19, 22, 25 each have four supplements; no. 24 has five supplements and no. 6 has six supplements.

MERCEUR. Lima, Peru, 1886-87. The dates of the five numbers should read: Oct. 15, 1886-Jan. 15, 1887.


MESSINGER. Cebes, N.Y., 1888-90. Add the name of the publisher: James Sanborn. Add size: 15°. 6 in. and 32°. 5 in. Delete the wording of the note and substitute: I have not seen no. 1. No. 3, which is 15°., bears no date, but was published in October, 1889. Vol. iv., no. 1, which is 32°., contains only advertisements. These two numbers are entirely philatelic. Wanting all nos.

METROPOLIS. Cornwall, N.Y., 1905-06. Add to note: No. 3 is found measuring 91 inches, as well as only 8 inches.

METROPOLITAN PHILATELIST. New York, 1890-92. Add to note: Nos. 11, 12, vol. iv., bear in error "vol. iv".

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISER OF WANTS AND OFFERS. Shrewsbury, 1900. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 168 (1).

[Continued as:]— The Miscellaneous stamp advertiser of wants and offers. Shrewsbury, 1900-01. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 168 (1a).


MITTHEILUNGEN DES OESTERRICHSCHEN PHILATELISTEN-CLUB. Wien, 1886-94. Add to note: and no. 1 of the seventh year has an illustration of the Cape of Good Hope 1861 triangular error 4d. red as tenant with a 1d. red, used with a pair of triangular 1d. red of Meares. Perkins, Bacon & Co.'s printing. Copies of the latter number are found dated "1891" with a figure "2" printed over the last numeral "1" and also with the date correctly printed "1892".

MITTELDEUTSCHE PHILATELISTEN-ZEITUNG. Gissing, 1899-1905. Add to note: An index to the numbers of the first year is included in the index to the second year. No. 1, vol. iv., has a supplement of a plate.


MONITEUR DU COLLECTIONNEUR. Luxembourg, 1906. Alter year date to: 1906-10. Fill in: Vols. XVI.-XX., 55 nos. and delete: "In progress".


18th " " " 1908. Nos. 1-12.

19th " " " 1909. Nos. 1-12.


* There is a little-page and an index to each year except the last. Nos. 7 and 8 of 1907; nos. 5 and 6 of 1907, and 8 and 9 of 1908; nos. 5 and 6, 7 and 8 of 1909; nos. 5 and 6, 7, 8 and 9 of 1910, were severally published together. Nos. 5 and 6 of 1910 are dated "Mai-Juin-Juillet" in error for "Mai-Juin". After the end of 1907 the supplement, "Les Petites Affiches du Timbrephile," was not published in a separate form, but was printed on coloured paper and became a wrapper to each number of the journal.


The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
MUSEUM BULLETIN. Weirs, N.H., 1886-87. Add to note: Nos. 5 and 6 were published at Lake Village, N.H., and no. 5 is 9 1/2 inches. I have not seen nos. 1-4. Beyond advertisements and a paragraph here and there, the numbers I have seen contain no philatelic matter.

NATIONAL PHILATELIST. Mt. Pleasant, Ia., 1879. Add to note: There are two editions of nos. 3-6, one as described, while the other, and no doubt the earlier one, bears "Num. 6" only and has the date "October, 1879"

NATIONAL PHILATELIST. New York, 1883. Add to note: The wrapper of no. 7 is dated "August" instead of "July". Some copies have a label bearing "July" pasted over "August", others have "August" cancelled and overprinted "July" in red ink. No. 12 should have a paper wrapper.

NEDERLANDSCHE PHILATELIST. Amsterdam, 1894. Add to note: Copies of no. 20 also exist correctly dated "1906"

NEUESTE PRIVATPOST-NACHRICHTEN. Göttingen, Germany, 1889-95. Add to note: nos. 10 and 11 of the sixth year bear only the date "1893".


NEW JERSEY PHILATELIST. Jersey City, N.J., 1888-93. Add to note: No. 24 has a coloured paper wrapper inscribed "Christmas number".

NEW SOUTH WALES STAMP COLLECTORS' MAGAZINE. Sydney, 1879-81. No. 1 is dated "November 1, 1879".

NEW ZEALAND PHILATELIST. Wellington, 1900. Add to note: The number has a paper wrapper.


Newspaper Cuttings. See Part I. Philbrick (s. a.) [A Folio volume containing a copy of the fifth edition of J. B. Moore's "Catalogue prix-courant de timbres-poste" of 1877, cut up and attached to the leaves, with the numbers marked off of the stamps represented in Judge Philbrick's collection; also a number of newspaper cuttings relating to stamp collecting from 1877 to 1896.]

NORDISK FRIMAERKEBLAD. Kristiania, 1892-93. Add to note: There is also a title-page and an index to the second year.

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
NORTH STAR PHILATELIST


NORTHERN GLIM. The Northern glim. The leading amateur journal. Goforth, Northumberland, F. E. Telford, 1904-06. 8°. 94% in. nos. in vols. Vol. I.

""" Only partly philatelic. The library only contains nos. 25-25, dated August-October, 1906.


NOTICIERO FILATELICO. Mayagüez, Puerto Rico, 1904-05, Delete: "Wainting no. 1," a copy having been presented to the library by S. D. Bacon.

NOXVE UNIVERSE. I899-90. Add: Nos. 7 and 8 of 1907 were published together.

OCCASIONS PHILATELIQUES. Liége-Bruxelles. 1900-03. Add to note: No. 5 has a supplement of two pages.

OHIO PHILATELIST. Pearl, 0., 1859-1900. The date of no. 1, vol. 11, is March 25, 1900.

ONE DIME. Salem, Ind., 1887-93. Add to note: No. 9 is found with two varieties of wrapper, on which the type is different.

OUR ADVERTISER. Boston, Mass. Add the name of the publisher: F. Williams, and size: 8°. 8% in. Add to note: The contents consist entirely of advertisements.


""" Only partly philatelic. I have only seen no. 1, December, 1896. Wanting all nos.


""" Only partly philatelic. This is a supplement to the Sunday edition of the "Commercial Tribune". The supplement was started in April, 1899, but the number for June 24, 1900, was the first to contain a philatelic department, headed "In the Stamp World," edited by Harry Lyndon of Springfield, O. The last number I have seen is dated "July 23, 1901," and the stamp department was still running then.


PARIS-POSTE. Paris, 1878-88. Add to note: There is said to be a number of the supplement "Elucubrations Centeniales Philatéiques, 1789-1889" dated August 1, 1888, and two numbers with the date 1889 only.

PERFORATOR. Hartford, Conn., 1897-1901. Add to note: No. 8, vol. II, has a supplement.

PETIT HABANA. Habana, 1900. Alter the year date to: 1900-03. Add to note: The library also has: 1st year, no. 27, Oct. 14, 1900 ; 3rd year, nos. 144 and 145, Jan. 1, 1903 ; no. 146, Jan. 18, 1903 ; no. 147, Jan. 23, 1903 ; no. 150, Feb. 15, 1903 ; no. 151, Feb. 22, 1903 ; no. 160, May, 31, 1903. Of these nos. 27 and 134 measure 134 inches. Only some of the numbers contain philatelic matter.

PETIT JOURNAL PHILATELIQUE. Amneville, France, 1905. Alter the year date to: 1905-11. Add to size: and 8°. 10 in. Fill in 46 nos. in 6 vols., and delete: "In progress".

PETIT MESSAGER. Bains-les-Bains, 1901. Alter date to: 1901-03 and add no. 2, Jan. 1903.

PETIT MESSAGER UNIVERSEL. Bains-les-Bains, 1898-99. Add: Nos. 12, 13, July, Aug., 1899. Delete: No. 4 from those wanted and add: Nos. 8 and 9 each have a coloured supplement of two pages.

--- the Série. Add: No. 2, April-May, 1901, and add: No. 1 also bears "(16)" and no. 2 "(17)," which represent the total numbers published since the commencement in December, 1898.

PETITES AFFICHES DU TIMBROPHILE. Luxembourg. 1895. Alter date to: 1895-1907. Fill in 199 nos. in 11 vols, and delete: "In progress".

PETITES AFFICHES DU TIMBROPHILE. Luxembourg. 1895-99. Add: Nos. 7 and 8 of 1907 were published together.

PETITES AFFICHES. Paris, 1903. Add to note: No. 7 has the wrapper dated "1899" in error for 1900 and no. 16 has a coloured paper wrapper.

PETIT MESSAGER. Bains-les-Bains, 1901. Alter date to: 1901-03 and add no. 2, Jan. 1903.

PETIT MESSAGER. Bains-les-Bains, 1898-99. Add: Nos. 12, 13, July, Aug., 1899. Delete: No. 4 from those wanted and add: Nos. 8 and 9 each have a coloured supplement of two pages.

--- the Série. Add: No. 2, April-May, 1901, and add: No. 1 also bears "(16)" and no. 2 "(17)," which represent the total numbers published since the commencement in December, 1898.


PHILATELIA. Halle a S., 1888-91. Add to note: There are two editions of no. 16, one having "Whole no. 15," the other "Whole no. 18," on page 67.

PHILATELIA. Halle a S., 1888-91. Add to note: There are two editions of no. 16, one having "Whole no. 15," the other "Whole no. 18," on page 67.

PHILATELIC ADVOCATE. Berlin, Ont., 1896-1901. Add to note: There are two editions of no. 16, one having "Whole no. 15," the other "Whole no. 18," on page 67.

PHILATELIC ALBUM. Marseille, 1899-1900. Add to note: No. 15, has the wrapper dated "1902" in error for 1900 and no. 16 has a coloured paper wrapper.

PHILATELIC AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EAST. Washington, D.C., 1903. Add: Nos. 6, 6, June, July, 1903. Add nos. 5, 6, to those wanted.

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.


PHILATELIC EXCHANGE LIST. Islington, London, N., 1886. Add to note: No. 6 has also a coloured paper wrapper. The wrapper of that number states that the “Philatelic star,” the “Philatelic globe,” the “Stamp dealers’ journal” and the “Foreign stamp collectors’ news” have been amalgamated with the journal. Wanting the wrapper to no. 6.

PHILATELIC GAZETTE. Ore, Hastings, 1893. Add to note: The dates and numbers are only given on the wrappers.

PHILATELIC JOURNAL OF AMERICA. St. Louis, Mo., 1855-55. Add to note: The wrapper of some copies of no. 7 has the words: “St. Louis Exposition edition” at the top and copies of no. 49 are found with 50 or 58 pages of advertisements.

PHILATELIC MAGAZINE. La Grange, Ill., 1885-87. Add to note: There are two editor’s reports on page 80 closes with the words: “We are ready to buy or exchange any Philatelic publications”. In the other the last words are: “Magazine Publishing Co., La Grange, Ill.”. The latter has four pages of extra advertisements.


PHILATELIC MIDGET. La Hoyt, Ia., 1888-99. [Continued as ] The Tiny philatelist. La Hoyt, Ia., 1889. Add to note: No. 1 is entirely undated and no. 3 has no year given. There is a final number, no. 5, with no date or wrapper and with the inside pages blank. This is wanted.

PHILATELIC POSTAL CARD. Reading, Pa., 1899-94. Add to note: copies of no. 12 are also known with the date distinctly printed “October 10”.

PHILATELIC RECORD. London, 1879-95. Add to note: No. 134 was reprinted with the last paragraph on page 60 altered and the name of “Bliss & Co., Fishmonger Alley” deleted.

PHILATELIC REVIEW. Jersey City, N.J., 1878. Add to name of the publisher: William Paterson; size: 8” 10 in., and date: September 1878. Add to note: The number consists of one leaf printed on one side only.

PHILATELIC REVIEW. Maidenhead, 1880-82. Add to note: The journal was amalgamated with the “Stamp News”, London, in July, 1882.

PHILATELIC ROASTER. The Philatelic roaster. Shams and frauds. It gives them sheol.

PHILATELIC SALESMAN. The Philatelic salesman. St. Joseph, Mo., R. H. Hildred, [1901]. 32” 4 in. (No. 1, December, 1901). * * Printed on coloured paper. This is merely a price list of goods for sale by the publisher and cannot be considered a philatelic journal. Wanting.

PHILATELIC STAR. Stockton-on-Tees, etc., 1881-85. [Continued as ] The Philatelic star and coin collector. Derwich-upon-Tweed, etc., 1886. Alter the third sentence of the editions to read: “It is in the wrapper of no. 2 that the “Philatelic globe” and the “Stamp dealers’ journal” have been incorporated and on the wrapper of no. 3 the “Foreign stamp collectors’ news” was added to the other two.

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
PHILATELIC WEST. [Continued as:] The Philatelic Philetarian.
The Philatelic Tribune. [Continued as:] The Philatelic Sun.
—— Serie IV.
PHILATELISTA. PHILATELISTA PORTUENSE. PHILATELISTA FAULISTANO.
PHILATELISTA BRAZILEIRO.
PHILATELISTICHE PRESSE. Cernovodsk, 1887. No. 1 is dated November 1 and No. 2, December 1, 1887.
PHILATELIC STAR. Madison, N.Y., 1892-97. Alter the year date to: 1902.
 Add to note: Many of the numbers are printed on various coloured papers. No. 50 is dated April 30, 1906. It is printed on coloured paper and has no wrapper. There are two varieties of no 4, vol. ii., differing in the type used for the heading.
PHILATELIC SUN. Abilene, Tex., [1894]. Delete all the particulars given and substitute: —
PHILATELIC SUN. The Philatelic sun. Monthly sun supplementation.
Abilene, Tex., W. Lowry and Roy Bradley, 1894.
24th, 24th in No. 1, August, 1894.

PHILATELIC TRIBUNE. [Continued as:] The Philatelic tribune and everybody's advertiser. Smyrna, N.Y., 1887-98.
Add to note: No. 24 has a supplemental slip. This is wanting.

PHILATELIC WEST. [Continued as:] The Philatelic west and camera news. Superior, Neb., 1898-1907.
Add to note: The wrapper of no. 2, vol. xx. is dated “January, 1900”. No. 3, vol. xiv. is found with two different wrappers.

PHILATELICAL JOURNAL. Birmingham, etc., 1872-75.
Add to note: The name “James H. Grant and Co.” was once used by Edward Loomes Pemberton for business purposes.

PHILATELIE BULLETIN. Basel, 1899-1902. Delete Nov. 1900 and Jan. 1901, from those wanted and add:

PHILATELISTA. S. Paulo, Brazil, 1884-85.
Add to note: Nos. 7-9 have coloured paper wrappers of different colours, but otherwise exactly alike.

PHILATELISTA. Lisboa, Serie III. Lisboa, 1894-95.
Add to note: There are two editions of the supplement to no. 12 of April 15, 1895, the second having: “4ème edition, 10:000 exp.” on page 1.
—— Serie IV. Lisboa, 1895-96. Add note: * “Pour additional pages of Martinis’ ‘Catalogo,’ beginning ‘Parte II. Fazes estrangeiros e suas coloniais,’ were given as a supplement to no. 1.

PHILATELISTA BRAZILEIRO. Pernambuco, 1900.
Delete: “Wanting no. 4,” a copy having been presented to the library by E. D. Bacon. Add: Mun. St. Jour. 156 (10).

PHILATELISTA LUGO-AFRICANO. Porto, Portugal, 1899.

PHILATELISTA PAULISTANO. S. Paulo, Brazil, 1897-98.
Add to note: Nos. 67, 68 and 69 were published together. Delete: Nos. 67, 68, 69, 70, from those wanted.

Fol. 12 in. No. 1, September 30, 1900.
* “The contents consist entirely of advertisements. Wanting.

PHILATELISTE BELGE. Gand, 1903. Delete the bracket enclosing “May 1” and also the whole of the note.

PHILATELISTE D’AMERIQUE. New York, 1901.

PHILATELISTE FRANCAIS. Paris, 1892-96. Delete from note: “There is no number for October, 1893,” and substitute: There are two numbers “16,” one dated “15 September 1893” and the other “15 Octobre 1893.”
—— Ie. serie. Paris, 1897-98. Add to note: There is a no. 46 in addition to the one headed “Supplement du”
—— IVe. serie. Paris, 1900. Add to note: A supplement headed “Numero 1, Novembre 1900. Prix d’ecourant, “16 pp. was given with no. 80: a similar one headed “Numéro 2, Décembre 1900. Supplément du Philatéliste Francais . . .” 30 pp. was given with no. 81: there is also a no. “81 bis” dated “Janvier 1901,” which consists of a price-list of 16 pp. All these three supplements have coloured paper wrappers.

PHILATELISTE MODERNE. Chalons-sur-Marne, 1900-09. Alter: “30 nos.” to: 31 nos. The 3rd year ends with no. 31, dated Dec. 12, 1902. Add to note: no. 31 has a coloured paper wrapper. A copy of no. 31, but minus the wrapper, has been presented to the library by E. D. Bacon.

PHILATELISTE UNIVERSEL. Formenty, Suisse, 1886. No. 1 is dated June 1, 1886.

PHILATELISTICHE JUGENDSCHRIFT. Bruchsal, etc., 1898-94.
Add to note: No. 7 of the first year has an extra leaf entitled “Schwarzes Buch” and no 9, of the same year, has a circular dated February 15, 1893. No. 2 of the third year is found on ordinary and on thick paper.

3rd .. June 1, Sept. 15, Oct. 1, 1909. Nos. 8-10.
Add to note: There is a supplement of four pages to no. 7.

Add to note: No. 10 of 1906 and the numbers of 1907 and 1908 are typewritten, while the numbers of 1909 are produced by a hand multiplying press. There is a paper wrapper to the number of Jan.-Feb. 1906, and to each of the subsequent numbers. The number of Jan.-Feb. 1907 bears "No. 1,2," but the number dated "Juillet-Déember, 1906," is unnumbered, as are the numbers of May-October, 1906. The numbers of 1907 bear "IV Jahrgang" with the exception of the April number.

PHILATELISTISCHE PEFSE. Cernovodsk, 1887. No. 1 is dated November 1 and No. 2, December 1, 1887.

PHILATELISTS’ SUPPLEMENT TO THE BAZAAR. London, W.C., 1895-1900. Add to note: The numbers of March 25 and May 4, 1896, are found on common wove paper and also on superfine stout white paper.

Delete: “Wanting no. 7”

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
117 PHONOGRAPHERS' ADVERTISER


** Only partly philatelic. The library only possesses no. 10 dated June, 1906.

[Continued as: —]


Vol. vi., no. 128, August 23, 1845. [Contains an illustration of the 5c. black, Postmaster stamp of New York, and some remarks thereon.]

— A photograph of the illustration and remarks, with a printed explanatory note by Sydney R. Turner, was privately issued to their friends by Guy T. Turner and Sydney R. Turner early in the year 1849. Of this reproduction 50 copies were made. Wanting the reproductions.

— Vol. viii., no. 168, March 21, 1846. [Contains an article “American Postage” with illustration “Interior of the New York Post Office.”]

** There is a file of the “Pictorial Times” in the Newspaper Room of the British Museum.

P. J. G. B. ADVERTISER. Salisbury, 1896-99. Add to note: No. 16 is wrongly numbered “Vol. 3”.

POL BEURDOUCHE CIRCULAIRE. Chef-Haví par Bourgeois, Vouge, [1899-1902]. Alter the date to: 1898-1903. Delete the whole wording of the note and substitute: No. 2, which is only a price-list of the publisher, is dated “30 December 1898”; nos. 8-17 are undated and these and no. 21 contain other advertisements besides those of the publisher. Nos. 8 and 9 measure 11½x12 inches and there is a “No. 11 bis” and a “no. 13 bis.” The circular was continued after no. 21, but the numbers issued then became purely price-lists of the publisher and, therefore, cannot be considered as forming parts of a philatelic journal. Wanting nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, (oct°11 bis), 18, 19, 90.

POLSKI FILATELISTA. Kraków, Austria, 1894-1900. Alter “65 nos.” to 69 nos. dated “Jan. 14, 1900.” Add: April, and alter “Post Magazine” to “Post Magazine and Insurance Monitor.”

— No. 1, [? January], 1871. Add to note: There are two editions of No. 1 of the first year, the second having the words “Naklad darghi” at the top of page 1. No. 3 of the second year is also found with the front page printed in black and no. 3 of the same year also with the front page in gold. Nos. 9-12 of the sixth year were published together, with the date “28 May, 1900.” Wanting nos. 9-13 of the sixth year.

PORTO PHILATELICO. Porto, Portugal, 1899-1902. Alter “37 nos.” to 38 nos. and add no. 38 to the fourth year, with the date Feb. 28, 1902. No. 13 is dated May 12, 1899. No. 38 was published by Alberto B. G. Leal and the number has a coloured paper wrapper. Add no. 38 as wanting.

PORTUGAL CARTOPHILE ET PHILATELIQUE. 1904. [Continued as:] Portugal cartophile et philatélique. Porto, Portugal, 1904-06. Add to note: No. 2 of the fourth year is dated “30 Mars 1906” and all the numbers of the fourth year bear “Sér. 4a.” or “Sér. 4”. Delete no. 3 of the fourth year from those wanted.


POST MAGAZINE. London, 1840. Delete from note: “The last number known is no. 155, dated October 28, 1845,” and add at the end of the note: The library also has no. 345, dated January 23, 1847, bound in Mrs. St. Jour. 7 (7). Copies of nos. 1, 2, 4, 69, 133, 134, 141, 142, 193 and 194 are in the library of the British Museum with the Press Mark: P.P. 1424. ag. The last number of the “Post Magazine” appeared in December, 1853. After this the title was changed to the “Post Magazine and Insurance Monitor”; no. 1, vol. xvi., of which was dated January 7, 1854. For some years before the alteration in the title the “Post Magazine” had been devoted to Insurance matters and the journal has been continued to be published in that interest ever since. It is still in progress.

POST STAMP ADVERTISER. The Post-Stamp advertiser. [Prospectus of a journal to be published by the Comptoir Timbrolab d’Orient, Smyrna, Turkey, on October 1st, 1906, but which was never issued.]

— Presented to the library by E. D. Bacon.

POSTAGE STAMP HERALD. The Postage stamp herald. Buffalo, N.Y., Louis Bogdan, 1871. [Continued as:]

in. No. 1, [7 January], 1871.

— This journal is included in the list of philatelic publications given in no. 3 of the “American Coin and Stamp Review” of July, 1871, where it is said to consist of 4 pages. A review of it appeared in the “Stamp Collector’s Record” of February, 1871.

— On the other hand, Mr. J. D. Tiffany, in his “Philatelic Library” says that Mr. Boyen wrote that it was never issued, as he changed the name to “The American Boys’ and Girls’ Monthly,” of which two numbers were issued in Mar. and Apr., 1871, but British contained no philatelic matter. No copy of the “Postage Stamp Herald” is known to exist at the present day.

POSTAGE STAMPS. Postage stamps. A sheet devoted to philately. Written by Amateurs for Amateurs. [Dummy copy of a journal to be published by G. Elliott Duff, Secretary and Treasurer of the Amateurs’ Philatelic Club, O家电uta, in October, 1899, but which was never issued.]

** Presented to the library by E. D. Bacon, with two letters from G. Elliott Duff concerning the proposed Journal.

POST-ZEGEL. Amsterdam, 1893-96. Alter “29 nos.” to: 30 nos. and the 4th year: “15 nos.” add: April, and alter “March 155 (12).”

POSTZEGELBLAD. Den Haag, etc., 1897- . Add to note: The numbers of vol. i. were never printed and of each only one copy exists in manuscript form.

PRINTSELLER. London, W.C., 1903. [Continued as:] The Printseller and print collector. [Continued as:] The Printseller and print collector. [Continued as:] The Collector’s magazine, with which is incorporated the Printseller and print collector. Add to note: The library of the British Museum contains a set of the 29 nos. under the Press Mark: P.P. 1931. pez. [Continued as:] The Collector’s magazine.


** Only partly philatelic. The library only possesses vol. iv., nos. 9, 11, 19. Vol. v., nos. 1, 8, dated, respectively, Mar. 17, 21, Apr. 7, May, June, 1906. Each of these numbers has a paper wrapper.

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
RIVISTA DELLA STAMPA

RIVISTA DELLA STAMPA FILOTELICA. Marseille, etc., 1883-86. Delete: "Wanting all except nos. 6, 8, 9, 14, 22," and substitute: Wanting nos. 7, 12, 13, 19, 19, 20, and add to note: Nos. 17-22 have "Filatelica".

RIVISTA FILATELICA INTERNAZIONALE. Milano, 1891-94. Add to note: No. 6 of the second year has a supplemental slip.

RIVISTA FILATELICA ITALIANA. Milano, 1901. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 137 (1).

ROSARIO FILATÉLICO. Rosario de Santa-Fé, 1893-97. Add to note: No. 1 of the fourth year bears "2a Ed.

ROVER. Potsdam, O., 1894-95. Fill in the name of the publisher: L. N. Sandy. Add to note: Of this journal I have seen only nos. 9 and 11, which are dated, respectively, July and September, 1895. Each of these has a coloured paper wrapper and contains philatelic matter.

ROWLAND HILL. Wien, 1881-82. Add to note: No. 2, vol. ii., was not published by Carl Hlanschek, but by Johann Haplé of Neupost.

SANGAMON PHILATELIST. Springfield, Ill., 1897. Add to note: No. 2 is dated "Feb. Mch. Apr.," and no. 4 "June 5, 1897". There is a paper wrapper to each number. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 171 (11).


SCHWEIZER BRIEFMARKEN-JOURNAL. Lausanne, 1888-93. [Continued as:] Schweizer Briefmarken-Zeitung. Basel, etc., 1894. Add to note: No. 3 of the ninth year, has on the first page: "Numéro supplémentaire réservé à la Société Philatélique de Genève." No. 5 of the tenth year has a supplemental plate and no. 15 of the thirteenth year has an additional advertisement supplement printed on green paper.

SCIENCE OBSERVER. New York, 1877-88. Add: No. 5, July, 1877. Add to note: Wanting all nos. 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 of the ninth year, has on the first page: "Numero supplementario riservato a la Società Filatelica di Genova." No. 5 of the tenth year has a supplemental plate and no. 15 of the thirteenth year has an additional advertisement supplement printed on green paper.

SOUTHERN COLLECTOR. Tuskegee, Ala., 1887. Add to note: No. 2 has a supplement of two pages. This is wanting.


STAFFORD SMITH AND Co’S MONTHLY STAMP AND CREST CIRCULAR. Brighton, 1870-1900. Fill in size: 4°. 8 in. and 8°. 84 in.


STAMP ADVERTISER. New York, 1896. Add the sub-title: An advertising medium for stamp agents, collectors, dealers, publishers, etc. Fill in the name of the publishers: [?] The Pellington Stamp Co., and the size: Fol. 24 in. Add to note: The number bears the words "New Series". It contains two leaves printed on one side only and the contents consist entirely of advertisements.

STAMP AND POSTCARD COLLECTOR. Milwaukee, Wis., 1906-07. Add: No. 4, August, 1907, and note: * Wanting no. 5.


The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
STAMP COLLECTORS' BUDGET

Hastings, etc., 1901-02. Add to note: The name H. Noelen was probably a pseudonym for Nelson T. Hillier.

STAMP COLLECTORS' DIRECTORY


[Continued as:]


[Continued as:]


STAMP COLLECTORS' FIGARO

Wellington, O., 1897-98. Add: Mt. St. Jour. 164 (5).

STAMP COLLECTORS' FORTNIGHTLY

London, 1894- . Add to note: No. 56 is also found with the date corrected to "November 14, 1896". To the numbers with supplements add: 180.

STAMP COLLECTOR'S MAGAZINE

Bath, 1863-74. Add to note: The number for January, 1864, was re-issued with the advertisements of the May, 1864, number. In the list of "contents" of the original issue the letters after Dr. C. W. Viner's name are given as "M.A., Ph.D." and in the re-issue as "A.M., Ph.D.". The numbers for February and March, 1864, were re-issued with the advertisements of the January, 1865, number. In the original issues of these two numbers there is no inscription above the Mulready illustrations, while the re-issues have the date and title above the illustration. No. 78 has a one-leaf supplement of illustrations of the shapes of United States envelopes, printed on one side only; no. 83 has a supplement of two leaves of similar illustrations, printed on one side only; No. 107 has a supplement of four pages of illustrations of United States envelopes used by the Express Companies and no. 109 a supplement of two leaves of illustrations, printed on one side only, showing how entire envelopes could be mounted in collections. Page 36 of Vol. ii. is dated "Jan. 1, 1864" in error for June 1, 1864. Wanting, the re-issue of February, 1864.

STAMP COLLECTOR'S MONTHLY GAZETTE

St. John, New Brunswick, 1865-67. Add to note: Copies of no. 18 are also known correctly numbered.

STAMP COLLECTOR'S REVIEW

Davenport, Ia., etc. (1877-1892. Add to note: No. 4, vol. iii., has "Davenport, Iowa, December, 1881" on p.1 and " Rock Island, Ill., December, 1881," on the coloured paper wrapper.

STAMP DEALER'S ADVERTISER

Liverpool, 1866. Delete the wording of the note and substitute: The copy of no. 2 wants pages 7, 8.

STAMP EXCHANGE

Bloomington, Ind., 1891. Fill in size: 9°. 8 in.

STAMP ITEM

Hubbardston, Mass., 1897. The place of publication should be given as: Hubbardston, Mass. Fill in size: 32°. 5 in. and add to note: No. 3, which is all I have seen, contains only advertisements.

STAMP ITEM

Wortendyke, N.J., 1894. The title should be given as Stamp Items and add: No. 1 is dated "Aug. 15, 1904" and contains only advertisements. Add: Mt. St. Jour. 171 (3).”

STAMP JOURNAL

Newburyport, Mass., 1893-95. Add to note: No. 10, vol. 1, and no. 12, vol. 1, also have wrappers, and there is a supplement of two pages to no. 7, vol. 1. Add: Mt. St. Jour. 170 (9).

STAMP LORE

Berlin, Ont., 1906. Delete: Nos. 5, 6, from those wanted.

STAMP LOVERS WEEKLY

Bethlehem, Pa., 1904-05. (Continued as:) The Stamp-lovers weekly and Morrison's weekly stamp collector. Bethlehem, Pa., 1905-06. Add note: "* After the discontinuance of the journal in May, 1906, the publisher made use of the title "The Stamp-Lovers Weekly" as a heading to some of his price lists of stamps.

STAMP NOTES

Gainesville, Ia., 1906. Add to note: "the" before the title. Fill in size: 64°. 34 in. and add to note: Printed on coloured paper.

STAMP WORLD

Cincinnati, O., 1880-86. Add to note: No. 55 is wrongly numbered "vol. 5, no. 9" instead of 10 and no. 56 is wrongly numbered "10" in place of 11.

STAMP WORLD

Indianaola, Ia., 1891-92. The publisher's name should be given as: Harry Mc. Neil, Jr., etc. instead of "C. L. Stanley" and the height of the numbers varies from 4 to 5 1/2 inches. Add to note: Nos. 4-6 were published by C. L. Stanley. There is a copy of no. 6 in the library of the Royal Philatelic Society, London. Add: Mt. St. Jour. 171 (9).

STAMPUS

New London, Ia., [1899]. Delete all the particulars given and substitute:—

STAMPS

The Stampus.


STAMPUSS

Garner, Ia., 1904. The name of the publisher should be given as Fred. C. Butler and the date of the volume, no. 1, as: January-February, 1904. The two journals with the title "Stampus" should change places.

STANLEY GIBBONS AND CO.'S MONTHLY JOURNAL


" xx. ... xx. 81, 1819. 533-540.

" xx. ... xx. 81, 1819. 541-590.

" xx. ... xx. July 31, 1914. 590-599.

Add to note: The wrappers of nos. 158 and 159 have the last "xx." of "xx." printed definitely. Vol. xxii. has no title-page or index. There are separate illustrations to nos. 220, 220, 240, 241, 242 and 244.

I—9

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
STAR OF PANAMA. Panama, 1865. Add to note: In No. 4 of the "Stamp Argus" of St. John, New Brunswick, of November 16th, 1865, is a copy of a letter from Messrs. Arch. B. and Jas. Boyd saying that they had received a number of letters addressed to Mr. P. Lawley, who was unknown to them. Their letter is headed "Star and Herald Office, Panama, Sep. 14, 1865" and has "Ed. and Proprietors" after their signature. They said they had forwarded a copy of "The Star" to the editor of the "Stamp Argus," but this he states never reached him. No copy of "The Star" is known to exist at the present day.

SUN. Abilene, Tex., 1894. Add to note: Nos. 19 and 26, vol. ii., dated respectively, March 3 and April 21, 1894, also contain philatelic matter.

SZEKULA BRIEFMARKEN VERKEHR. Budapest, etc., 1901. Add to note: No. 9 is also found with the wrapper correctly numbered "Nr. 5/9." This is wanting.

TABLE UNIVERSELLE D'ADRESSES POUR LES PHILHOTARISTES ET PHILATELISTES ET CORRESPONDANT POLYGLOTTE. Wertheim, 1901-02. Delete: "nos. 6, 7, of the third year and " from the note, alter "(October 10, 1892)" to (October 10, 1902) and add: Nos. 6-7 of the third year were published together. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 156 (4).

TAG GAZETTE. Cambridgeboro, Pa., 1887. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 164 (3).

THOUGHTS. Thoughts. St. Joseph, Mo., N. G. Wilson, 1895. 25½ in. or 9¾ in. Nos. 1-10. ** Only partly philatelic. I have only seen nos. 2 and 3, dated, respectively, March and April, 1895. The former is 32° and the latter 8°. Wanting all nos. TIMBRE. Amsterdam, 1888-94. Add to note: Of the numbers of the fifth year, nos. 3 and 6 have on pages 48 and 117, respectively, "vol. 7"; no. 7 has on page 145, "vol. 7"; no. 8 has on page 166, "vol. 8"; no. 9 has on page 174; "vol. 9"; and no. 10 has on page 197, "vol. 10"; all in error for vol. 5.


TIMBRE BELGE. Namur, [1901-09]. Alter size to: 9½ and 8½ in. Add: "Nos. 1-4 [1901]-Feb., [1902]." to: Nos. 1-7 [1901]-May [1902]. Delete the whole of the wording of the note and substitute: Nos. 1-4 measure 9½ inches and nos. 5-7, 8½ inches. The contents of nos. 3-7 are printed by an autographic process and all the numbers are on coloured paper. There is a folded supplemental slip of white paper headed "Le Timbre Belge. Supplement an No. 5, Mars 1902." Nos. 1-3 are undated, no. 4 has "Janvier-Février" and nos. 5 and 6 "Février-Mars." The next number, dated "Février-Mars," has "no. 3, § 6" and the last, no. 7, is dated "Mai." None of the seven numbers has a year date. Amalgamated with the "Annonce Philatélique," Troyes, in November, 1909. Mis. St. Jour. 159 (14).

TIMBRE FISCAL. Bruxelles, 1874-96. Add to note: No. 77 has "7e année" in error for 8e année.

TIMBRE-POSTE. Bruxelles, 1863-1900. Add to note: Nos. 341 and 342 are also found headed: "Supplément à la Revue Philatélique Suissesse."
TIMES. The Times. 
Lynchburg, Va., Brown Brothers, 1892-93. 
*, * Only partly philatelic. I have only seen nos. 2, 3, 5, 6-7, 10, and these all have coloured paper wrappers with the exception of no. 2.

TOMAHAWK. The Tomahawk. 
Buffalo, N.Y., F. J. Fellows, 1889. 
8°. 9 in. No. 3, September, 1889. 
*, * A " Stamp Department " was started in this number. I have seen no. 10, dated May, 1900, but that number contains no philatelic matter. Wanting all nos.

TOWN CRIER. New York, 1893-94. Add to note: After no. 4, vol. 1 (possibly no. 3, as I have not seen no. 4), the journal was published by Max Strakosch at Belpoint, Long Island. I have only seen nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6-7, vol. 1, and these all have coloured paper wrappers with the exception of no. 2.

TRANSVAAL COLLECTORS' QUARTERLY. Croydon, 1899. Add to note: There is a Prospectus of 4 pp. dated January, 1899. This is wanting.

TUNGURAHUA FILATELICO. Ambato, Ecuador, 1906. 
Delete: " Wanting." and add: Miss. St. Jour. 167 (9).

"UNIÃO CARTO-PHILATELICA." S. Paulo, 1905-06. 


UNION. Dresden, 1877-81. Add to note: No. 36 has above the title " Probenummer für den 4. Jahrgang " Nos. 5 and 18 also have supplements.

UNION. Zittau, 1889. Add to note: There is also a supplement to no. 3 with the title: " Grosses Preisraths zu den Union 2-1889 " This supplement is wanting.

UNION ADVERTISER. The Union advertiser. 
16°. 6 in. Nos. 2, 3, 7, Only partly philatelic. I have only seen nos. 3 and 6, dated respectively, January and April, 1891. There is very little philatelic matter in no. 3. Wanting all nos.

UNION BULLETIN. Westerwolde, Md., 1903. Add size: 16°. 6 in.


UNIÓN FILATELICA. Barcelona, 1893-95. [Continued as: ] Ilustracion filatélica Hispano-Colonial. Barcelona, 1895-97. Delete from note: " Most of the numbers have a paper wrapper," and add: Nos. 33, 34, 35-36, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 60-61, 70-72, 73-74, have coloured paper wrappers. [Continued as: ] Ilustracion filatélica Hispano Americana. Barcelona, 1897-1900. Delete: " Wanting the number dated ' 1900 ' ".

UNIÓN POSTAL. Barcelona, 1906. Delete: " Wanting nos. 3, 4," these two numbers having been presented to the library by E. D. Bacon. Add to note: No. 3 also, bears " 3a época." Add: Miss. St. Jour. 163 (7).


UNITED STAMP JOURNAL. Delete all after the heading, and substitute: See BADGER STAMP NOTES.

UNITED STATES PHILATELIST. Salt Lake, Utah, 1888-89. Add to note: Some copies of no. 3, vol. 11, have the wrapper of no. 2, vol. 11, altered to no. 3 and the date altered to October. "The Stamp Collectors' Figaro" of February, 1889, states that the cover of the number for " November " they received was dated in error " 1833 " The copy of that number in the library is dated correctly " 1888 " There is no number for December, 1888, or for January, 1889.

UNIVERSAL. L'Universel. 
Etampes, Paul Boyer, 1906- . 
8°. 81 in. nos. in vol. 
2nd - 1907. 
*, *, Only partly philatelic. Wanting all but nos. 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14.

UNIVERSUS. Frankfurt a. M., 1881-85. Add to note: Nos. 4, 5, 15, 19, 20, 29, 32, 35, have supplements.

VARSITY. The Varsity. A social view of Oxford life. 
*, * This journal is in the library of the British Museum under the Press Mark: P. C. 611b. in.


VERTRAULICHE VEREINSMITTELUNGEN. Berlin, 1893. Alter date to: 1892-93. Add: Nos. 1-2, June, October, 1892, and add to note: The two numbers of 1892 were given as supplements to nos. 5 and 9 of " Globus " for 1892. Wanting both nos.

VERTRAULICHES KORRESPONDENZBLATT PHILATELISTISCHER VEREINE. Strasbourg, B. & E. etc., 1891- . Add to note: No. 2, of the eighth year, has a supplement of eight pages and no. 8, of the same year, has a supplement with specimens of forged postage stamps, like the supplement to no. 11 of that year.

VINDIN'S PHILATELIC MONTHLY. New Series. Sydeney, 1890-94. Add to note: There are portrait supplements to nos. 2, 4, 7, 9, vol. iv., and nos. 1, 10, vol. v., and also a supplement to no. 12, vol. v.

VINDIN'S STAMP JOURNAL. See VINDIN'S STAMP TRADE JOURNAL.

VINDIN'S STAMP TRADE JOURNAL. London, W.C., 1894. Add to note: Nos. 3 and 4 have the title altered to " Vindin's Stamp Journal " 

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
WAUGH'S MONTHLY EXCHANGE LIST


4°, 144 pages. Vol. 1, no. 1. *Wanting no. 1, December 26, 1891, and no. 2, January 2, 1892. Add to note: There are two varieties of the wrapper differing in the type of the heading and background.

WESTERN STAMP COLLECTOR. Denver, Colo., 1906. Add to note: No. 1 is an 8° issue and on a better quality white paper.

WEYMOUTH STAMP AND CREST ADVERTISER.

WEYMOUTH, 1883-84. Add to note: No. 1 consists of two pages and a blank leaf, so the copy in the library is complete so far as the text part is concerned. Add: Miss. St. Jour. 166 (9).

WEYMOUTH STAMP CIRCULAR.

London, N., 1884-85. Add to note: The publisher's christian names were "William Dudley".

WEYMOUTH STAMP AND CREST ADVERTISER.

Redington, Neb., 1896.

WEYMOUTH STAMP NEWS. South Bend, Ind., 1906.

Fill in the name of the publisher: "George W. Britt"; the size 8°. 9 in. and the date: April, 1906. Delete: "** Wanting " and add: Miss. St. Jour. 166 (9).

WEYMOUTH STAMP AND CREST ADVERTISER.

Weymouth, 1883-84. Add to note: No. 1 consists of two pages and a blank leaf, so the copy in the library is complete so far as the text part is concerned. Add: Miss. St. Jour. 165 (9).

W. E. Neam, E.C., Horace Marshall and Son, 1894. Add to note: This consists of eight pages of which pp. 3-7 are blank. Wanting this no.

W. D. ATLEE’S STAMP CIRCULAR. London, N., 1885-86. Add to note: The publisher's christian names were "William Dudley".

YOUNG COLLECTOR. Brooklyn, N.Y., 1892. Add: Miss. St. Jour. 159 (1).

YOUNG POSTAGE STAMP COLLECTOR. Bangalore, India, 1905. Delete: "and only about ten numbers were printed" from the note and substitute: The edition consisted of twenty-five copies.


YOUTH'S GAZETTE AND ADVERTISER. London, 1893-94. Add to note: The copies of the three numbers in the library of the British Museum have the Press Mark: P.F. 6993. nc.


8°, 72 pages. pp. 340-347.* There is a copy in the library of the British Museum with the Press Mark: P.F. 359. d.

YOUTH'S MAGAZINE. Scranton, Pa., 1893. Add to note: No. 1 measures only 86 inches and this number was published by Fred. R. Jones, who edited all the nine numbers. No. 7 is only found with a white wrapper, while no. 9 is known with a white as well as with a coloured wrapper. Add: Miss. St. Jour. 163 (6).

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
APPENDIX A.

LIST OF PHILATELIC JOURNALS ARRANGED UNDER THE COUNTRIES OF ISSUE IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER.

AUSTRIA.

POLSKI FILATELISTA. Kraków. Alter the date to: April 1894-Dec. 1900.

GRAZER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG. Graz. Alter the date to: March 1903-March 1911, and delete: "(In progress)"

BELGIUM.


CIRCULAIRE MENUELLE DE LA LIGNE D’ÉCHANGE TIMBRES POUR COLLECTIONS. Spai. Alter the date to: (?) March- Dec. 1899.

INTERNATIONAL. Gendbrugg. Alter the date to: Dec. 1899-April 1900, and insert the whole entry higher up in the list, after: COUVERTES PHILATELIQUE BELGE. Spai. Dec. 1899-Mar. 1902.

TINTIN BELGE. Namur. Alter the date to: 1901-May, 1902.


ANNONCE ANVERSOISE. Advers. Alter the date to: May 1903-Feb. 1906.

RÉCLAME PHILATÉLIQUE ET CARTOPHILE. Hasselt. Alter the date to: Nov. 1903-1904.

CANADA.

CANADA STAMP JOURNAL. Halifax, N.S. May, 1892. Alter the date to: May, 1891.

DOMINION PHILATELIST AND CANADIAN YOUTH. Toronto. Alter the date to: May, 1905-Dec., 1909, and delete: "(In progress)"

CHILI.


COLOMBIA.


COSTA RICA.

FILATELICO COMERCIAL. San José. Alter the date to: June 1896-1908.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.

FILATELICO. Santo Domingo. Alter the date to: Feb. 1885-Feb. 1886.

FILATELICO AZUANO. Azua. Alter the date to: Feb.-May 1906.

EGYPT.

TIMBROPHILE ÉGYPTE. Alexandrie. 1897, should be inserted after: PHARE DES TIMBROPHILES. Alexandrie. May-July 1897.

FRANCE.

INTERMÉDIAIRE TIMBROPHILE. Marseille. Alter the date to: May 1888.

PARIS-POSTAL. Paris. Alter the date to: June 1891-May 1892.


PETITES AFFICHES PHILATÉLIQUES. Paris. Alter the date to: Jan.-Dec. 1894.

PETIT MESSAGER UNIVERSEL. Briançon. Alter the date to: Dec. 1898-Aug. 1899.

PHILATÉLISTE MODERNE. Châlons-sur-Marne. Alter the date to: June 1900-Dec. 1902.

TINTIN PROVENCAL. Vidauban. Nov. 1900, should be inserted after: COLLECTIONNEUR DE TIMBRES FISCAUX. Rouen. Nov. 1900-Apr. 1901.
GERMANY

Timbrophil du Littoral. Fréjus. Alter the date to: Jan. 1901-Aug. 1903.

Petit Messager Universel. IIe série. Bains-les-Bains. Alter the date to: Feb.-May 1901.


Petit Journal Philatélique. Andemasse. Alter the date to: Dec. 1905-Mar. 1911, and delete: " (In progress) "

Bulletin Timbrophile. For " Pontoise " substitute: Châtou.

GERMANY.

Vertrauliche Vereinsmitteilungen. Berlin. Alter the date to: June 1892-Oct. 1895, and insert the whole entry higher up in the list, after: PHILATELIA HUMORISTICA. Dresden. June-July 1892.

INTERNATIONALE ANSICHTSPORZEN-BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG. Köln, etc. Alter the date to: March 1899-March 1900.

Fliegende Blätter. Charlottenburg. Alter the date to: April 1890-Dec. 1901, and insert the whole entry higher up in the list, after: POSTWERTZEICHEN-SAMMELB. Berlin. Nov. 1899-Dec. 1900.


GREAT BRITAIN.

Philatelic Record. London, etc. Alter the date to: Feb. 1873-Dec. 1914. and delete: " (In progress) ".

STANLEY GIBBONS AND CO.'S MONTHLY JOURNAL. London. Alter the date to: July 1890-July 1914.

PHILATELIC CHRONICLE AND ADVERTISER. Birmingham. Alter the date to: Oct. 1891-1911, and delete: " (In progress) ".

ALFRED SMITH AND SOIn'S MONTHLY CIRCULAR. Bath, etc. Alter the date to: Jan. 1894-Dec. 1919, and delete: " (In progress) ".

Ewen's Weekly Stamp News. Norwood. London, S.E. Alter the date to: Sept. 1899-May 1922, and delete: " (In progress) "

PHILATELIC EXCHANGE AND MART. Maridon, etc. Alter the date to: Oct. 1903-Jan. 1914, and delete: " (In progress) ".

GIBBONS STAMP WEEKLY. London. Alter the date to: Jan. 1906-Dec. 1910, and delete: " (In progress) ".


MEMBERS' EXCHANGE LIST AND WIDW WORLD ADVERTISER. London, W. Alter the date to: March-Sept. 1906, and insert the entry below: Ewen's CURRENT STAMP QUOTATIONS.

Ewen's CURRENT STAMP QUOTATIONS. Norwood, London, S.E. Alter the date to: Jan. 1906-June 1910, and delete: " (In progress) ".

GREECE


ITALY.

Rivista dei Francobolli. Spoleto, etc. Alter the date to: March 1897-March 1911, and delete: " (In progress) ".

RÉCLAME ÉCONOMIQUE. Catane. July 1902. Alter the date to: May-July 1902.


LUXEMBURG.

MONSIEUR DU COLLECTIONNEUR. Luxembourg. Alter the date to: Jan. 1891-Oct. 1910, and delete: " (In progress) ".

PETIT APPRENTI DU TIMBROPHILE. Luxembourg. Alter the date to: Feb. 1895-Dec. 1907, and delete: " (In progress) ".

MEXICO.

PHILATELISTA MEXICANO. Monterrey. Alter the date to: May-July 1891.

NATAL.

Add at end of list.—


NEW SOUTH WALES.

AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIST. Sydney. Alter the date to: Aug. 1894-Oct. 1924, and delete: " (In progress) "

PORTO RICO.

PORTO RICO FILATELICO. San Juan. July 1896, should be inserted after: PUERTO-RICO FILATELICO. San Juan. April 1896-April 1897.

PORTUGAL.


ROUMANIA.

SPAIN


SWEDEN.

Add at end of list:—

SWITZERLAND.


INTERNATIONALER BRIEFMARKEN-ANZEIGER. Zurich, etc. July 1899- . Alter the date to: July 1899-Mar. 1909, and delete “(In progress)”.

Timbres et Cantes. Genève. Alter the date to: Feb.-Nov. 1904.

Philatelistische Mitteilungen. Berlin. Alter the date to: Dec. 1905-Oct. 1909, and delete “(In progress)”.

UNITED STATES.


Philatelic Review. Jersey City, N.J., 1875. Alter the date to: Sept. 1875, and insert the whole entry higher up in the list after: Ohio Philatelist. Cincinnati, O. Sept. 1875-Feb. 1881.


Minnesota Philatelist. Minneapolis, Minn. Feb.-June 1888. Alter the date to: Feb.-Nov. 1888.


UNITED STATES


Enterprise. Webster City, la. April, 1897, should be inserted after: Detroit Philatelist. Detroit, Mich. April-Aug. 1897.


News. Webster City, la. March-[ ] 1898. This entry should be omitted, as the contents are not sufficiently philatelic for the journal to appear in this list.


Philatelic and Photographic East. Washington, D.C. Feb.-May 1903, Alter the date to: Feb.-July 1903.


Western Stamp News. South Bend, Ind. 1906. Alter the date to: April 1906, and insert the whole entry higher up in the list, after: Western Stamp Collector. Denver, Colo. April-June 1906.